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Abstract: The most actual industrial robots and manipulators don’t cope
with increasing requirements on speed and accuracy. Therefore, new approaches
of their construction are being found, in order to allow performance these
requirements. Parallel robots seem to be one of the promising ways, how to solve
this problem. The goal of this paper is to demonstrate the simulation of one such
robot in environment MATLAB – SIMULINK, in which user-friendly graphical
environment was programmed.

1. Introduction
Actual industrial robots and manipulators have a low operation speed. This is caused
mainly by the limitation of the acceleration given by its construction. Parallel robots seem
to be one of the promising ways, how to solve this problem. And moreover, they have several
advantages over actual robots. All or almost all drives are located on the basic frame i.e.
drives don’t move with robot and they don’t have any hold on the moving mass and stiffness.
Truss construction of the robots leads to higher stiffness than in serial ones. It is advantageous
for accurate machining and positioning.
On the other hand, the parallel robots have also several disadvantages. The robot’s
workspace is mostly smaller than for serial robots. Collisions of arms with platform are more
probable than in the case of actual robots.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of planar parallel robot with the most important geometrical description.

From mechanical point of view, the robot (fig.1), which will be presented here, has
one drive and one pair of arms redundant. This redundancy helps to overcome some special
positions, which ensue from construction of the robot. And moreover, it gives possibility
to comply several control requirements.
From control point of view, the principal task of a robot is its movement along
a planned trajectory. For this type of the robot, it is usually given in Cartesian coordinates,
which are very efficacious for users.

After this, we can describe movement of the robot by nonlinear differential
 y − R T g = R T Tu
equation
R T MRy + R T MR
(1)
 (t ) = f (X ) + g(X )u(t )
X
(2)
y (t ) = h X(t )
The control should ensure the best possible compliance of the trajectory
and at the same time effective cooperation between the necessary drives and one redundant
drive. For need to design the control of such robot, graphical environment was constructed.
or nonlinear state formula

2. Description of the graphical environment
The graphical environment has two essential parts. The first is window for design
of trajectory and the second is window for simulation of the control of the robot. These
components were designed in order to simplify very often repeated planning of trajectory and
testing of the control. Now they can be introduced.
2.1 Window for design of trajectory
As mentioned previously, general task of robots and manipulators is movement along
a planned trajectory. This trajectory is known beforehand, because it is recording of planned
movement of some tool or some gripper of the robot.
Design of the trajectory issues from kinematics’ laws. These were programmed
into ordinary MATLAB m-file. As was already stated, this process very often repeats. That is
why graphical environment (GE, graphical user interface) was programmed.
This environment provides the following:
•
•
•
•

Insertion of parameters of the trajectory.
(key points, velocities, sampling period - time step of planned trajectory)
Visualization of segments of planned trajectory.
Graphical representation of kinematic characterizations of the trajectory.
Saving of calculated data.

Note: The trajectory is saved in discrete form, i.e. time vector and appropriate vectors
of positions, angles and their derivatives.
GE consists of three parts

– graphical,
– Executive,
– visual.

Graphical part was created by using MATLAB GUI Layout Tool. Executive part,
provided connection between graphical operating elements (buttons, edits, texts etc.) and
visual area, executes a lot of operations.

Fig. 2.: MATLAB GUI Layout Tool.

So its programming could be difficult when using Callback editor, therefore it was
programmed separately from graphical part.


h91 = uicontrol('Parent',h80, ...
'Units','points', ...
'Callback','callba(91)', ...
'ListboxTop',0, ...
'Position',[120 15 90 15], ...
'String','Confirm', ...
'Tag','Pushbutton1',...
'TooltipString','confirm values and closing the window');


Fig. 3.: Example of the part of graphical -file with calling execute m-file ‘callba’ with switch ‘91’,
(GUI – Pushbutton).



if h==91,
global h86 h87 h88 h89 h90 xk yk fk vk wk;
xk=str2num(get(h86,'String'));
yk=str2num(get(h87,'String'));
fk=str2num(get(h88,'String'));
vk=str2num(get(h89,'String'));
wk=str2num(get(h90,'String'));
vzadra('u'); % call procedure vzadra with switch 'u'
end


Fig. 4.: Example of part of execute m-file ‘calba’
(saving of embedded values and calling procedure ‘vzadra’ with switch ‘u’.)

Visual area was provided by SIMULINK block diagram. It calls visualize m-file,
which uses usual commands (plot,line,fill with parameter 'EraseMode','background').
For setting of parameters into SIMULINK it is used command
‘assignin('base','mh',mh);’ which exports variable from function, where it is counted,
to the MATLAB workspace. And SIMULINK block diagram is started by command
‘sim('vsimrob');’, where ‘vsimrob’ is a name of SIMULINK scheme. So it is running
on the background.
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2.2 Window for simulation of the control of the robot
This environment provides the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Choosing and loading of one planned trajectory.
Setting of the parameters of the control.
Visualization of the control process.
Graphical representation of kinematic characterizations of the process.
Saving of calculated data.

Its design is very similar as at 2.1. It uses the same principle: separate m-files,
provided graphical or visual view, with callings on execute m-files. These callings are
maintained across switching variable. In executive m-files, the variable is tested and from this
role flows.
Actual simulation is maintained by MATLAB solver ode45, which solves
the differential equations ([ttt,xxx]=ode45('simdy1b',[TT(i-1),TT(i)],XXX(i-1,:))),
where ‘simdy1b’ is the name of the ODE file, ‘[TT(i-1),TT(i)]’ is elementary time range
and ‘XXX(i-1,:)’ is topical initial value. The integration is provided in parts of time steps
of planned trajectory. It is very useful, because user can control the execution during all time
range and can obtain some information about movement of the robot.
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Fig. 6.: Window for simulation of the control of the robot.

Fig. 7.: Window for choosing of the control and setting of its parameters.
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Fig. 8.: Demonstration of graphical representation of kinematic characterizations of the control process.

3. Result
The paper deals with graphical environment created under MATLAB. It shows, that
MATLAB – SIMULINK environment is very useful not only for simulation, but it also
enables to effectively make applications, which are comparable with classical windows one.
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